
Speed Limiters



• Ideal safety with a speed limiter

Exceeding the recommended speed can represent high costs: over speed fines, increased fuel consumption, a more expensive insurance sand more

expensive maintenances. A speedy driving affects the company benefits and image. For trucks, busses, vans, cars, forklifts and public works machinery,

Groeneveld offers special speed limiters for each situation. They were developed in order not to affect the driving comfort of the vehicle, limiting the speed

without affecting engine power and torque. With a Groeneveld speed limiter, you will have all the functionalities and a proven cost savings. The peed limiter is

an essential and indispensable safety device.

• Speed limiter for mechanical drive engines (EFA)

In both petrol and diesel engines, the existing mechanism in the carburettor/fuel pump extends or adapts itself in a way that the “lever” on the pump can be

adjusted through the actuator, irrespectively of the throttle pedal position. The control electronic unit receives the signal pulses and compares this signal

continuously with the maximum speed previously programmed. Thus, as soon as the speed reaches the maximum value, the control unit will activate the

actuator. The actuator, in turn, timely adjusts the “lever” position on the fuel pump in order to control speed thanks to which the throttle pedal position remains

unchanged. On the other side, the speed limiter also adapts the “lever” or the constant acceleration valve position while driving on uphill or with contrary strong

winds. This way, and in all circumstances, the driver can drive at a constant speed. In order to avoid an unnecessary engine wear and a higher fuel

consumption, it is also possible to limit the engine speed. In that case, the speed signal for the engine comes from the alternator.

• Speed limiter for electronic drive engines (ESL)

The electronic speed limiter is a control electronic unit specially developed for diesel and petrol engines equipped with an injection system with electronic

control. It is installed on the circuit between the throttle pedal and the engine drive system. It is not necessary to perform mechanical changes on the vehicle.

The electronic speed limiter controls the electronic actuation of the engine continuously comparting the driving actual speed with the maximum programmed

speed. In case the real driving speed gets closer the programmed maximum speed, the system generates a signal to “reduce the speed” of the engine

electronic drive, considering the changes due slopes, ramps, descents and downwind, avoiding fluctuations in the driving speed.
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• Speed limiter functions

Both speed limiter have three functions: speed limitation, engine rotation limitation and speed retention (temporary limitation at a lower speed). Besides this, it

offers the following options: autopilot and power take-off limitation. If a failure is detected during auto-test, a light will start to flash.

• Standard functions

• Speed limitation
Maximum speed limitation, avoiding driving at a higher speed that allowed. The speed limitation does not affect acceleration.

• Engine rotation limitation
Engine rotation limitation at the maximum defined by the customer. Avoids acceleration to the maximum rotation. It reduces engine damages possibility. The

signal comes from the alternator. Contrary to speed limitation, rotation limitation can affect vehicle acceleration.

• Speed retention
Pressing a button on the control panel, the driver can temporarily limit the system at a lower speed, for example, to drive in a congested area or in the case of

works on the road. The temporary maximum speed is the vehicle driving speed when the system is activated. This limitation will remain active until the driver

presses the button again. Contrary to the optional autopilot, this function is not inactivated when the brake or clutch pedals are pressed.

• Optionals

• Autopilot / Power take-off
The autopilot allow the driver to drive at a pre-adjusted speed (minimum 30 km/hour), without pressing the throttle pedal. Obviously, you can accelerate, for

example, to overtake, as the throttle continues to work when the autopilot is activated. The cruise speed is the driving speed when the system is activated.

With the control lever, it is possible to increase cruise speed in increments of 1km/h. The autopilot shuts off automatically when the brake or clutch pedal are

activated. When the driver reactivates the system, he can choose between a new speed or the last cruise speed. In this case, it is sufficient to press the memory

button. The speed maintenance and autopilot functions are incorporated in the same control lever. The posterior take-off allows the engine to activate an

external unit with a constant rotation, for example, a scale or crane installed over the chassis.

• Second maximum speed
Through an external switch, the driver can activate a maximum speed lower that the one previously programmed, for example, to drive in industrial areas or

airports.

• Benefits

• Fuel savings

• Less engine, brakes and tyres wear

• Short repayment period

• Greater convenience for the driver thanks to the optional autopilot

• Better for the environment

• Improves company’s image and promotes safety
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• Technical specifications
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Control electronic unit EFA

Supply tension: 10 – 32 V/CC

Input signals:

- Speed: tachometer with separate sensor installed

- Engine speed: alternator

Working temperature: -35ºC to +85ºC (-31ºF to +185ºC)

Box: aluminium

Dimensions: 127 x 130 x 46 mm (5 x 5,12 x 1,81 inch)

Actuator

Supply tension: 12 V/CC – 24 V/CC

Current consumption: 0,8 – 0,4 A

Input signal: control electronic unit

Working temperature: -30ºC to +120ºC (-22ºF to +248ºC)

Weight: 0,4 kg (0,88 lbs)

Installation kits for: all standard vehicle brands and models

IP class: IP 67

Control electronic unit ESL

Supply tension: 8 – 32 V/CC

Vehicle input signal: tachograph / speed pulses generator

Engine input signal: from alternator

Indication with diodes: Speed retention, Autopilot, Power take-off

Auto-test: flashing diode

Working temperature: -35ºC to +85ºC (-31ºF to +185ºC)

Box: aluminium

Dimensions: 127 x 130 x 46 mm (5 x 5,12 x 1,81 inch)

Protection class: IP 20 (optional IP 67)

Autopilot (optional)

Minimum cruise speed: 30 km/h (24,8 mph)

Product certification

Groeneveld speed limiters conform with the following directives:

EU: 92/24/CE and 95/54/CE

VN: 80 and 10 standards
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